
July 31, 2018

The Honourable Marc Garneau, P.C., M.P.

Minister of Transport

330 Sparks Street

Ottawa, ON

K1A 0N5

Dear Minister Garneau:

As required under section 151.01(1) of the Canada Transportation Act, I am writing to provide you 
with Canadian Pacific’s (CP) assessment of our ability to move grain during the 2018/19 crop year, 
taking into account the expected volume of grain to be moved. Further, this letter describes the 
process that CP is taking to meet our grain customers’ expectations safely and efficiently.

Sincerely,

 

Keith Creel

President and Chief Executive Officer
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We expect to move 
approximately 25 MMT 
of Grain and grain 
products during the 
2018/19 crop year.

The crop size can 
fluctuate significantly 
from year to year; we 
have seen variations of 
up to 50% or (17 MMT) 
between years.

Hopper Car Spotting Targets 

CP is well positioned to move grain in the upcoming 2018/19 crop year. CP is planning 
to supply and spot 5,500 grain hopper cars weekly with CP equipment from August 
through mid-December this year. Once the Port of Thunder Bay, a major outlet for 
Canadian export grain, closes from mid-December through March 2019, CP is planning 
to supply 4,000 grain hopper cars weekly with CP equipment. Further, CP anticipates to 
move on average an additional 850 cars of grain and grain products weekly; in mostly 
customer supplied equipment, through most of the upcoming crop year. On a tonnage 
basis, this equates to just over 575,000 metric tonnes (MT) of grain and grain products 
weekly during the spring/summer/fall period and 450,000 MT per week during the 
winter months and when the Port of Thunder Bay is closed. With the cooperation of 
all components of the supply chain, and if demand is robust, we hope to exceed these 
supply forecasts. This weekly capacity would allow CP to move at least 25 million 
metric tonnes (MMT) of grain and grain products during the 2018/19 crop year. These 
numbers reflect all grain and grain products moved by CP. Our customers are telling us 
today that they project a crop in the 69-72 MMT range, consistent with this estimate. 

In forecasting the crop size for the 2018/19 crop year, CP’s grain sales and marketing 
team looks at the five-year historical averages, along with the latest Statistics Canada 
information on production and carryout for the upcoming crop year. To further refine 
and validate the forecast, our grain sales and marketing team speaks directly with 
many of our customers regarding their forecasts and expectations for the upcoming 
year. It is important to note that our operating plan is sized to the available supply 
chain capacity, which includes in-country elevator capacity, port terminal capacity, and 
other facilities like canola crush and container stuffing operations. Our plan is based 
on the assumption that the supply chain will run at or near capacity throughout the 
season. 

In total, our current estimate of the western Canadian crop size, based on Statistics 
Canada data, is 70.8 MMT. When adding carry-in into the 2018/19 crop year, the 
total crop to move is estimated to be 83.4 MMT. The estimated crop to move for the 
2018/19 crop year is 5 percent larger than the average crop size over the previous five 
years (79.1 MMT).

It should be noted that Quorum Corp., Canada’s grain monitor, is forecasting a large 
carry-out of western Canadian grain at 12.6 MMT, well above the previous five-year 
average of 8.3 MMT. This represents an additional 4.3 MMT of grain that has not been 
delivered into the country elevator system. 

FIGURE 1: CP GRAIN & GRAIN PRODUCTS 
PERFORMANCE TARGET FOR THE 
2018/19 CROP YEAR: METRIC TONNES PER WEEK
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CP currently has 2,800 grain hopper cars in storage due to weak demand. This 
represents almost a third of our hopper car fleet currently running in Canada. This 
is lost capacity that cannot be recovered. This unused capacity could result in a 
significantly larger amount of peak demand over the Fall and Winter when the supply 
chain is more fragile, given difficult Winter operating conditions. Based on patterns 
observed over the last few years, peak demand will predominately want to flow 
through terminals in Vancouver. This corridor has the most exposure to severe weather 
in the mountains, cold conditions on the Prairies, and it has challenges related to co-
located passenger (West Coast Express) and freight operations. 

CP currently has 2,800 
grain hopper cars, or a 
third of our fleet that 
is currently in Canada, 
in storage due to 
weak demand.

Quorum Corp., 
Canada’s grain 
monitor, is forecasting 
a large carry-out of 
western Canadian 
grain at 12.6 MMT, 
well above the 
previous five-year 
average of 8.3 MMT.

Source: Statistics Canada, CANSIM 001-0017

REVIEW OF 
STATISTICS DATA-5 
YEAR AVERAGE

FINALIZE 
FORECAST FOR 
THE CROP YEAR

VALIDATE 
FORECAST WITH 
CUSTOMERS

We understand the Government’s desire to have visibility on the supply chain’s ability 
to move grain in support of producers and the broader economy. That being said, at 
the beginning of the crop year it is challenging to get clear visibility on the size of the 
upcoming crop. This timing challenge is amplified in years where the harvest is later 
in the fall. Actions taken by other members of the supply chain (e.g. farmers holding 
grain as they wait for prices to improve) can have a significant impact, and there are 
other factors that are unforeseeable. It is also important to recognize that the crop 
size can fluctuate significantly from year to year. For example, we have seen variations 
of up to 50 percent (or 17 MMT) from one year to the next. The 2017/18 crop was 
originally forecasted at approximately 65 MMT, but was actually closer to 71 MMT – 
a variation of nearly 10 percent. The additional 6 MMT of Grain and grain products 
represents an additional 66,000 grain hopper cars, or 590 grain unit trains, to be 
placed, loaded, delivered, unloaded, and, in most cases for bulk grain, deposited in a 
vessel.

FIGURE 3: YEAR-OVER-YEAR VARIABILITY OF 
WESTERN CANADA GRAIN PRODUCTION, 2001-2017
 

FIGURE 2: CP CROP PRODUCTION FORECAST PROCESS
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FIGURE 4: CP’S GRAIN NETWORK 
 

FIGURE 5: GRAIN FLOWS ON MAP 
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Locomotives and Operating Crews

Beyond the movement of grain, CP continues to add employees and locomotives 
to meet the needs of our customers across North America. More than 700 new 
employees are now in various stages of training system-wide, and 100 locomotives 
will join the fleet before summer’s end. These include fully re-manufactured high-
horsepower General Electric locomotives with the latest technology. Through these 
efforts, CP is planning on an additional 15 percent more locomotives in service, year-
over-year, from October 1, 2017. For the upcoming crop year, CP is currently targeting 
1,100 locomotives in service, up to 15,800 grain hopper cars, and 3,400 train and 
engine (T&E) employees. CP moves multiple commodities throughout North America. 
Our crews, locomotives and hopper cars are used to move these commodities across 
North America and are not allocated to one type of specific service or geographical 
region. 

Dedicated Train Program

CP’s Dedicated Train Program (DTP), which has been in place since the 2014/15 crop 
year, is a commercial program that allows shippers the ability to lock in capacity for 
a 12 month period (and in some cases shorter periods). The DTP is reciprocal as it 
commits CP to provide finite capacity to a customer, in return for which the customer 
commits to use the capacity allocated by CP. If CP fails to provide the agreed upon 
capacity to a customer, CP pays a penalty to the customer. If the customer fails to use 
the allocated capacity, then they pay a penalty to CP. Under the DTP, customers are 
incentivized to load/unload trains more quickly given that the overall tonnage they can 
sell in the marketplace is a function of the overall cycle time of the allocated capacity 
they have. At a macro level, this drives increased overall grain movements. It also 
motivates increased investment in the supply chain by customers. Currently, over  
75 percent of our grain shipments are under the DTP. The DTP is available to all 
customers, large or small, that can load a unit train. 

Customers that do not qualify for the DTP, or choose not to sign up for the program, 
can order cars in the Open Distribution program. Our Open Distribution program is 
being updated for this crop year to allow two weeks of demand for our customers.

We have been very active in discussions with our customers on their DTP needs.  

Currently, customer demand for DTP trains aligns with our plan to move 25 MMT of 
grain during the 2018/19 crop year.

For the upcoming crop 
year, CP is planning on 
1,100 locomotives in 
service, up to 15,800 
grain hopper cars, and 
3,400 train and engine 
(T&E) employees.  
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New Grain Hopper Car Investment 

On June 7, 2018, CP announced plans to invest more than a half-billion dollars in new, 
high-capacity grain hopper cars as part of our commitment to the agricultural sector. 
Our grain customers can expect to see more than 500 of these new cars in service 
before the end of 2018, enabling CP to transport more grain in each dedicated train. 

CP’s plans for revitalizing our grain hopper fleet begin with an initial order for 1,000 
cars from National Steel Car of Hamilton, Ontario. Over the next four years, CP plans 
to order approximately 5,900 hopper cars in total, enabling a complete removal of all 
low-capacity hoppers, including all Government of Canada cars, from the fleet. The 
investment is made possible by amendments to the Maximum Revenue Entitlement 
formula by the Transportation Modernization Act, which provided CP the certainty 
needed to make this significant investment. CP will be the first Class 1 railway to 
receive hoppers following the legislative changes. 

The new car design is shorter and lighter. It can carry more grain than the cars being 
retired from CP’s fleet. The new cars feature a three-pocket design that can be loaded 
and unloaded more efficiently than the old four-pocket Government of Canada 
cars. The new hopper cars can handle more than 15 percent greater volume and 10 
percent greater load weight than the cars being retired, while featuring a shorter 
frame that enables more cars in a train of the same length. The cars will feature newly 
manufactured components that are more reliable, significantly reducing maintenance-
related delays.

FIGURE 6: BENEFITS OF CP’S NEW HOPPER CAR INVESTMENT
 

Over the next four 
years, CP plans to 
order approximately 
5,900 hopper cars 
in total, enabling a 
complete removal 
of all low-capacity 
hoppers, including 
all Government of 
Canada cars, from  
the fleet.
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With the new high-capacity hopper car, a train of the same length as today (7,000 
feet), will have 16 percent more capacity. For the future, CP is working toward an 
8,500-foot-long, power-on model for its dedicated grain trains. CP will eventually 
be able to fit 147 of the new cars within the 8,500-foot train design, each carrying 
more grain than the retired cars. The 8,500 feet high efficiency train will increase 
grain volume per train by 44 percent. This translates into more opportunity for the 
movement of grain in the future, supporting the anticipated continued growth in crop 
production across the prairies. The future of grain at CP is one of increasing efficiency 
that will benefit grain shippers, farmers, port terminals and CP’s network. 

Our business model of operational efficiency and velocity-driven capacity is nimble: it 
is able to react to the ebbs and flows of market demand. As a result, we believe that 
CP is well prepared to respond to the projected increase in fall grain volumes. We also 
believe CP is better positioned to accommodate unexpected surges in volumes, within 
reason, caused by challenges experienced by other rail carriers, non-rail components in 
the supply chain, or adverse weather, with an increase in locomotive and crew capacity 
relative to last fall and winter. 

While we do not currently expect any particular supply chain challenge, we note that 
network service disruptions do not occur in a vacuum. Rather, they are the product 
of multiple factors throughout the supply chain. As a result, we will continue to 
work with our interchange carriers and the other components of the supply chain to 
maintain interchange fluidity, optimize loading and billing, and balance car cycle flows. 
An extraordinarily complex, interdependent supply chain requires collaboration and 
cooperation from all. We urge the government to provide greater transparency on all 
elements of the supply chain, not just rail. 

Capital Expenditure 

We expect our total network capital investment in 2018 will be $1.55 billion (CAD). 
From these capital funds, other than the grain hoppers cars, CP plans to undertake 
track and yard improvements. 

Our capital investment will enhance the fluidity, capacity, resiliency and safety of the 
railroad. We note that the items above represent CP’s current plans. Individual projects 
are subject to change because the health of the network demands the flexibility to 
adjust capital investment to respond to changes in market demand and consequent 
operational needs.

FIGURE 7: CP’S ANNUAL CAPITAL INVESTMENT & GROSS TON-MILES, 

2000 - 2018E
 

The 8,500 feet high 
efficiency train 
will increase grain 
volume per train by 
44 percent.

We expect our total 
network capital 
investment in 2018 
will be $1.55B. 

Our business model 
of operational 
efficiency and 
velocity-driven 
capacity is nimble:  
it is able to react to 
the ebbs and flows 
of market demand.
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CP Grain Performance Scorecard

In an effort to increase the transparency of our weekly grain performance in Canada, 
CP has voluntarily developed a dedicated website (www.cpr.ca/grain) to illustrate CP’s 
performance.

The scorecard outlines CP’s performance for the previous grain week and includes, 
when necessary, detailed information on any internal or external factors affecting 
grain movement. The scorecard includes movements of Western Canadian grain and 
grain products consistent with those required by the minimum mandate legislation of 
2013/14, as well as movements of soybeans and other non-regulated principal field 
crops.

FIGURE 8: CP’S GRAIN PERFORMANCE SCORECARD

Customer Communication

CP is committed to strong customer communication and responsiveness. Our Grain 
Sales and Marketing team is in regular contact with our customers to better understand 
their business and how CP can help meet their demand. Our Asset Management team 
is engaged with customers throughout each day as empty and loaded train moves 
are planned and executed. We also use a number of other tools to facilitate direct 
communication and provide access to up-to-date shipment and network information. 
These tools include availability of shipment based information, carload and intermodal 
tools, as well as bulletins and messages on our website (cpr.ca—Customer Station); the 
ability to reach CP representatives at our Network Service Centre day or night via toll 
free telephone (888-333-8111); email; and on-line messaging (“log an issue” feature). 
We believe this information, together with ongoing dialogue with our customers, is 
productive. We look forward to our continuing to work productively with our customers.


